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Abstract—The past decade has seen a huge growth not only
in the Internet of Things (IoT) but also in the Internet of
Vehicles (IoV) from both academia and industry. Autonomous
Vehicles (AVs) combine a variety of sensors, IoT devices,
control units, gateways, etc. Therefore, the software of the
different sensors and IoT devices needs to be updated to the
latest version by the Software Vendors. This paper proposes
a blockchain-based identity and trust management framework
for the IoV ecosystem, that aims to provide secure software
updates. The proposed framework consists of two processes: the
identification and registration of the entities of the ecosystem,
and the authentication of the entities which relies on established
W3C standards for defining verifiable credential presentation,
verification, and revocation. We illustrate the feasibility of our
approach in a case study.

Keywords-blockchain; Self-Sovereign Identity(SSI); Decen-
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I. INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION

The IoV ecosystem allows the establishment of a com-
munication channel among vehicles so that they can ex-
change information. This information exchange has nu-
merous benefits such as increasing road safety, and better
traffic control. However, in the IoV ecosystems, there are
several vulnerabilities that can be exploited which can have
detrimental effects, such as provoking accidents. As such, it
is necessary to ensure the authenticity of the data exchanged
in the established communication channel. To this end, we
present our first contribution, which is an Identity and Trust
Management Framework that allows the identification and
authentication of the stakeholders of the IoV ecosystem and
secures their communication. The framework leverages the
Blockchain technology to save the Identifiers of the stake-
holders in a decentralised way which eliminates the single
point of failure while increasing availability and at the same
time it overcomes the necessity of having a trusted third
party, centralised Certificate Authority (CA) for managing
the identifiers. The centralised approach is more prone to the
single point of failure as it allows for easier data breaches in

case that the server hosting the certificates is compromised.
It’s worth noting that the proposed framework follows the
proposed World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standards
for Decentralised Identifiers (DIDs) [1]. Furthermore, it uses
Verifiable Credentials (VCs) so as to build Trust among the
stakeholders of the IoV ecosystem. Credentials are sets of
claims (or statements), made by one entity, i.e. the Issuer,
(normally) for another entity, i.e. the Holder (or Prover).
VCs wrap the claims mentioned above with a set of metadata
and digital proofs (digital signature is the most usual type
of digital proof) which cryptographically prove who is the
Issuer of the Credentials [2],[3]. Vehicles are equipped with
sensors, control units, and IoT devices; the maintenance of
these devices must be done by authorised services over a
secure communication channel. To this end, we present our
second contribution which is the application of the Identity
and Trust Management Framework mentioned above to an
important use case in the IoT domain, i.e. the software
update of the IoT devices embedded in the vehicle, in a
secure and private way.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, we present background on blockchain technology
and similar works. Section III contrasts our choice of a Dis-
tributed Ledger Technology (DLT) framework for Identity
Management (IdM) with respect to other DLT frameworks
and IoV specific Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)s. In Section
IV, we present our proposed Framework, by outlining, (i)
the blockchain platform that will be used after assessing its
suitability for our IoV ecosystem necessities and comparing
it with other candidate blockchain platforms, (ii) its stake-
holders and their roles, and (iii) its processes. Finally, in
Section V, we conclude the paper and define the next steps
for this work.

II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

A. Blockchain Technology

In blockchain technology, cryptography and, essentially,
hash functions bind data blocks together and enable data
integrity checks. Consensus protocols, timely consecutive
cryptography, and a decentralized network design extend
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the data linking concept to establish the attractive guaran-
tees. Ledger data immutability (tamper resistance), integrity,
traceability, transparency, and availability count to the guar-
antees that enable secure and reliable bookkeeping of data.

One of the branches that originated from blockchain
research is the consortium-based DLT [4]. Compared to
public blockchains, the most distinctive characteristic of
consortium-based DLT is that only authorized nodes par-
ticipate in the network [5]. This restriction enables the
network to utilize voting based consensus protocols such as
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) which increase
the scalability of the network. As a result, consortium
blockchains achieve faster transaction finality and low-delay
verification times of transactions.

IdM in the IoV is a potential concept that profits of
DLT [6]. Moreover, DLT for this purpose should follow a
consortium-based DLT approach. The reason for this is that
consortium controlled DLT concepts enable the implementa-
tion of voting concepts that may eliminate central authority
roles. Additionally, the IoV comes with infrastructure partic-
ipants such as vehicle insurance and compliance companies.
These authorities can only provide trusted services in form
of trusted technical inspections, license registrations and
vehicle admission, if they are part of the consortium. This
means that the ledger between the authorities depends on
input from multiple authorized sources. External input in
form of transactions from authorized participants should
pass a fair consortium decision to lower trust boundaries
between consortium partners [7]. Afterwards, the tamper-
proof bookkeeping property of DLT excludes the third party
that manages bookkeeping between stakeholders.

External input verification among closed environment
DLT frameworks is state-of-the-art research and requires
explicit examination during application design [8]. Further,
the focus on privacy preserving techniques [9], scalability
solutions, and blockchain types (public, private and con-
sortium blockchain networks) [10] drive distributed ledger
framework development to tailored design choices. Different
DLT architectures address the aforementioned problems dif-
ferently and introduce different pros and cons. Hence, the
right selection of a DLT framework is important with the
goal to design IdM. In our case, IoV-specific requirements as
well as the Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) [6] IdM approach
dominate our framework selection in section III.

B. Related Work

In this section, we mention existing work which focuses
on (i) addressing security in software/firmware updates on
Internet of Things (IoT) and related environments, and (ii)
IdM using the Blockchain technology.

In [11], the authors present works related with the over-
the-air (OTA) software updates in the IoV ecosystem fo-
cusing on the security challenges; blockchain based tech-
niques are also presented among others. In [12], the authors

introduce a consortium blockchain-based solution among
the Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) manufacturers using smart
contracts to ensure authenticity and integrity firmware up-
dates tailored for AVs. In [13], Gelenbe at al. present an
approach to secure the network communications in smart
mobile ecosystem using virtualised honeypots. Using this
approach, installation of mobile malware which could occur
during software updates of devices is mitigated. In [14],
Lee and Lee et al. propose a blockchain-based solution
to ensure the integrity of firmware updates on embedded
IoT devices instead of depending on a centralized vendor
network. For the distribution of updates, a peer-to-peer file
sharing network such as BitTorrent is proposed to ensure
integrity and versions tractability of updates. In [15], Yohan
and Lo et al. propose a blockchain-based framework that
aims to provide secure verification on the firmware released
by the device manufacturer.

In Ockam network [16], a decentralized blockchain IdM
platform that enables interoperability, security, privacy, trust
and reliability among IoT devices is developed. It is imple-
mented with open standards developed by the W3C and the
Decentralized Identity Foundation (DIF) for DIDs and VCs
to ensure interoperability of identities.

As regards the works mentioned above, we differ in that
(i) we focus on the IoV ecosystem, (ii) we require/combine
identity management as a necessity for our secure software
update use case, (iii) we also address the issue of revocation
of the credentials which is important in advanced identity
management solutions, and (iv) we map the stakeholders of
our framework to the standardization registration paradigms
of the European Union (EU).

III. BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM
EVALUATION

As stated in section II-A, the IoV scenario requires
a privacy-aware and consortium-based DLT solution with
scalability and real-time capabilities to handle location and
velocity dynamics that occur in the IoV. The framework
investigation and comparison indicates Indy as a promising
solution to solve the secure communication scenarios in
respect of IoV characteristics. We evaluate Indy based on
the following criteria.

• Coverage of necessary identity management concepts
and performance

• Existence of privacy preserving techniques
• Framework architecture comparison
The Hyperledger Indy framework follows a client and

processor transaction design. The Indy client System De-
velopment Kit (SDK) represents the transaction client that
creates, bundles, signs, and submits predefined transaction
requests that the processor validates. Indy ledger transactions
cover all important ledger interactions around Decentralized
Identifier (DID) management. DID creation and querying,



key rotation, credential schema creation, credential definition
creation, etc belong to the Indy transaction repertoire [17].

Additionally, the Indy SDK supports local credential man-
agement with the help of wallets. Wallets have the ability to
cache and store VCs and cryptographic key pairs. Regarding
the consensus algorithm, Indy relies on PBFT which allows
high transaction throughput [4]. Performance results of [18]
prove that Indy meets global scale criteria with regard to
ledger query speed. Querying the ledger for VCs information
happens at least twice during mutual authentication of the
initial secure communication scenario.

Regarding privacy, the Indy IdM framework stores ex-
plicitly public information on chain. VCs with private in-
formation can be kept entirely local which respects privacy
requirements during VCs lifetime. In general, VCs features
enable to bind multiple private credentials to public cre-
dential definitions and credential schemata. The Credential
Schemata of public authorities in this case sign Credential
Definitions which in turn sign VCs which creates crypto-
graphically sealed trust connections. With that, it is possible
to implement trusted IdM procedures such as registration,
authentication, authorization, and revocation between clients
that do not store their DIDs in a publicly accessible ledger.

Compared recent PKI architecture design such as the US
Security Credential Management System (SCMS) [19] and
European Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS)
[20] approach, the DLT Indy IdM framework does not
require the construct of Enrollment Authorities (EAs) and
Pseudonym Certificate Authorities (PCAs)/Authorization
Authorities (AAs) to create pseudonym key pairs using pro-
cesses such as butterfly key expansion. VCs with the proper-
ties that enable to create Credential Presentations (CPs) and
verification through Zero Knowledge Proofs (ZKPs) support
privacy requirements out of the box.

When comparing Sovrin’s Indy IdM to other DLT IdM
frameworks such as Jolocom, uPort, ShoCard, Blockstack
and Namecoin, the work of [21] highlights the following dis-
tinctions between all solutions. All DLT IdM solutions build
on public blockchains except Sovrin’s Indy, ShoCard and
Blockstack who are not bound to the underlying blockchain.
ShoCard, Blockstack and Namecoin do not offer out of the
box support for DIDs. Even though Blockstack meets the
critera to manage self-sovereign DIDs, the description of
the implementation is missing. The uPort and Namecoin
identity scheme publish identity attributes which affects
privacy guarantees. Among similarities in usage, verification,
and purpose, Indy differentiates in respect of development
status and incentives. There is no requirement for incentives
when it comes to permissioned DLT. Moreover, the Von
Network [22] which implements Indy pool nodes as well
as the Hyperledger Aries client [23] which adopts DIDs and
Indy IdM schema compatibility indicate further adoption of
Sovrin’s IdM design.

IV. PROPOSED IDENTITY & TRUST MANAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present the identified stakeholders
of the system and their role. Identified identities are then
mapped to authority roles of Indy. This approach represents
the prerequisite to determine the logical process of the IdM
use case for secure communication.

As regards the registration of the vehicles to the system,
we have followed the paradigm provided by the European
Union [24] in order to identify the stakeholders involved.
The list of the identified stakeholders appears in Table I
below. The Table I marks the stakeholders, that are involved

Table I
FRAMEWORK STAKEHOLDERS

Stakeholder Hyperledger Indy
Role

Ecosystem Role

- Trustee Steward creator
- Steward Trust Anchors Cre-

ator
Government Trust Anchor Issuer of Credential

Schemas
Vehicle manufacturer Trust Anchor Issuer of Credential

Definition
Pre-market device soft-
ware vendor

Trust Anchor Issuer of Credential
Definition

Pre-market device soft-
ware vendor API

User Prover/Verifier

Post-market device
software vendor

Trust Anchor Issuer of Credential
Definition

Post-market device
software vendor API

User Prover/Verifier

Vehicle Owner or Trans-
portation Authority (Ve-
hicle Operator)

Trust Anchor Issuer of Credential
Definition

Vehicle Registration
Certificate Authority

Trust Anchor Issuer of Credential
Definition

Insurance Company Trust Anchor Issuer of Credential
Definition

VAT payee / tax office Trust Anchor Issuer of Credential
Definition

Roadworthiness
Provider Authority

Trust Anchor Issuer of Credential
Definition

Vehicle User Prover/Verifier

in the use case that we describe in Figure 1 below, with
bold. Although we followed the European Union paradigm
mentioned above to identify the stakeholders of our system
in a concrete and realistic way, in the rest of this Section,
we will elaborate only on the role of the stakeholders who
participate in the Use Case presented in the Figure 1 below.

A. Role of the Trustee and the Steward

In Hyperledger Indy, Trustees and Stewards are specific
roles given to users who play an important role in building
the trust in the network 1. However, in the paradigm that we

1https://medium.com/@kctheservant/exploring-hyperledger-indy-
through-indy-dev-example-10075d2547/



follow 2 Trustees and Stewards are created programmatically
within a set of pre-defined transactions, the so-called domain
genesis transactions; the bootstrapping of the system by
assigning/binding the roles of Trustees and Stewards to real
users who can truly build trust to the system due to their
inherent properties, is a matter of future work. Trustees
create users assigned the Role of Stewards and Stewards
create users assigned the role of Trust Anchors 3; the latter,
are entitled to write transactions to the Ledger, e.g. for
publishing to the Ledger Decentralised Identifiers and for
creating and publishing to the Ledger Credential Schemas
and Credential Definitions. Note that each Steward is also a
Trust Anchor.

In the following, we assume that a Trustee has created
a user in the system assigned the role of Steward who
is responsible for onboarding to the System, by assigning
the Role of Trust Anchor to the Government, the Pre-
market device software vendors, and the post-market device
software vendors. To do this, first, a secure communica-
tion is established between the Steward and each of the
aforementioned stakeholders. This involves the creation of
unique pairwise DIDs, one for the Steward and one for
the each Stakeholder, respectively. Along with the DIDs an
associated verification key and signing key are also created.
These pairwise DIDs are private data stored locally within
software applications which are controlled by the Steward
and the Stakeholders, the so-called ’wallets’.

For the establishment of the secure communication, a
mutual authentication process is done during which both
parties should prove to each other that they hold the signing
keys corresponding to the pairwise DIDs. After the success-
ful completion of the mutual authentication, the messages
exchanged are encrypted with the verification keys of the
two parties to ensure the confidentiality of the exchanged
messages. Then, the Government issues a DID and sends it
to the Steward along with its verification key, the Steward
publishes the DID and the verification key to the ledger and
assigns to the Government the role of Trust Anchor. All
data published to the Ledger are available to all users of
the network who have at least read access; also, they are
considered to be trusted by all the users of the network.
The same procedure will occur for the pre-market and post-
market device software vendors. In the rest of this paper,
we will refer to the process of (i) the secure connection
establishment between a Trust Anchor and a new user, (ii)
the subsequent write of the DID and verification key to
the ledger by the Trust Anchor, and (iii) the assignment of
a role to the new User as Registration of the user to the
system. Furthermore, the process of creating unique DIDs
(along with the corresponding verification and signing keys)

2https://github.com/hyperledger/indy-sdk/blob/master/docs/getting-
started/indy-walkthrough.md

3Note that the ’Trust Anchor’ role has been renamed to ’Endorser’.

is considered to be the process of Identification 4. A list of
the processes of the system is displayed in Table II below.

Table II
FRAMEWORK PROCESSES

Process ID (PID) Process Name
1 Identification and Registration
2 Authentication (VC Presentation,

VC Verification, VC Revocation)

B. Role of the Government

The Government should be first registered in the System
by a Steward (or Trust Anchor) having the role of Trust
Anchor. Then, it issues and publishes to the Ledger Cre-
dential Schemas which can be used as ’standards’ for the
Issuance of Credentials by the pre-market and post-market
device software vendors.

Per default, Indy initializes administration authorities such
as the Steward role which remain central if a single steward
is deployed. It is possible to circumvent such design choices.
One way is to run multiple steward roles. Another way to
eliminate central authority roles is to leverage Indy Plugins.
Indy Plugins let developers create customized transactions
and transaction validation rules. One way to eliminate trans-
action acceptance of single authorities could look like this.
Custom validation smart contracts could be triggered upon
ledger interactions to collect votes of consortium members
to prevent central authority power. Ledger members that
need to vote on new Credential Schema transactions benefit
of the human readable JSON-LD data structure of VCs.
Such dynamic validations which let consortium members
actively interact during transaction processing provides con-
sortium based verification of transaction data and, thereby,
consortium-only control.

C. Role of Pre-market and Post-market device software
vendor

Pre-market and post-market device software vendors are
the designers and manufacturers of devices such as video
camera, lidar, radar, odometers, Global Positioning System
(GPS), inertial measurement unit (IMUs), and embedded
electronics like Electronic Control Units (ECUs) that are
embedded to the vehicle before or after its transfer to an
Owner or Operator, respectively. They are both responsible
for the regular updates of the software that is installed within
the devices.

The Pre-market and Post-market device software vendors
issue Credential Definitions for the Pre-market and Post-
market device software vendor APIs, respectively. These

4We consider this process as Identification of the user, since it encom-
passes the creation of the unique identifiers of the user. Note though, that
in the generic case, one user can have multiple DIDs to avoid identity
correlation.



Figure 1. Authentication of the Software Vendor API by the Vehicle

Credentials Definitions are based on the Credential Schemas
that were published to the Ledger by the Government.

D. Role of Pre-market and Post-market device software
vendor API

The Pre-market device software vendor APIs are APIs
located at the Cloud that contain services and endpoints for
the provision of the device software updates. The steps of
the process for the authentication of the API by the Vehicle
are the following:

1) The API first establishes a secure communication with
the Vehicle.

2) The Vehicle sends a Proof Request for the Credentials
regarding the kind of software the API is entitled to
provide updates for.

3) The API retrieves the related Credentials from its
wallet, and creates a Credential Presentation including
a Proof that the Credentials were issued to them by
the device software vendor and sends the Presentation
to the Vehicle.

4) The Vehicle verifies through the Ledger the Proof
included in the Credential Presentation regarding the
Issuer of the Credentials, i.e the Software Vendor.

The process is displayed in Figure 1 below. The above
process is only the half of the mutual authentication; the
authentication is mutual, so the Vehicle will have also to
present Credentials to the API that prove that the device to be
updated is among the devices that have been manufactured
by the Software Vendor who performs the update. The Issuer
of these Credentials is the software Vendor. The API verifies
through the Ledger the Proof included in the Credentials
regarding the Issuer of the Credentials, i.e the Software
Vendor. The Software Vendor is trusted by both entities since
its DID and verification are published and resolvable from
the Ledger by a Trusted Anchor.

After successfully completing the mutual authentication,
the API should present to the Vehicle requested Credentials
containing the digital fingerprint (e.g. a hash) of the Code
corresponding to the latest update of the software to be
installed within the device. The Issuer of this Credentials
will be the device software vendor. The Vehicle will verify
the Credentials proof by querying the Ledger and then check
the Integrity of the code that is sent to it by following a
procedure similar to the verification of digital signatures.

In case that software code Integrity verification fails,
it means that there was a tampering of the code or the
code does not belong to the Pre-market Software Vendor.
The Vehicle will not install the software update. Then, a
secure communication between the Vehicle and the Software
Vendor will be initiated so that the Credentials of the API
are revocated. 5. The role of the Post-market device software
vendor API is similar to the role of the Pre-market device
software vendor API.

V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

Our choice of a DLT framework for the IdM in the IoV
ecosystem selects Hyperledger Indy due to the availability
of advanced IdM concepts of SSI, framework expandability,
and privacy preserving techniques. With the IdM capabil-
ities of Indy, it is possible to design DID issuance and
management among infrastructure stakeholders of the IoV.
For stakeholder identification, the secure software update
scenario between a vehicle and a cloud API defines specific
ecosystem roles. Additionally, standardization formalities
of vehicles introduce required authorities for a legitimate
IdM design. The incorporation of all identities to the DID
credential design establishes DLT-based credential connec-
tions of identities that are bound to PKI keypairs. Mutual
authentication of credentials and connected PKI keypairs
enables secure communication of software updates. The
scenario of software integrity checking as a mechanism to
provoke revocation covers maintenance procedures of IdM.

Future work remains in the form of bootstrapping DIDs of
Trust Anchor and Steward roles and to correct adjustments
that emerge during the implementation. Additionally, the
ledger requires a consortium controlled design of input ver-
ification of transactions. Addressing Indy plugins indicates
the potential to enhance transaction verification of the ledger.
Another issue that needs to be solved in the future is the
acceptance of a revocation transaction. The reason therefore
is the case of a vehicle which detects compromised software,
but cannot verify whether the API or the vehicle itself caused
the derogation. As a result, the decision of the Trust Anchor
who submits the revocation transaction requires an extended
revocation design.

5Note that in case that the tampering of the code is done in-vehicle, we
need to devise a different revocation strategy as it is mentioned in the future
work section
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